Facts About Redeeming Free Spins

Free bonuses on slot machines are all the rage in online casinos today. This type of bonus allows
interested players to try out slot machine games without having risk any real money. This is
beneficial for beginners who do not have any experience at slot games yet. However, before you
can take advantage of this online casino bonus, you have to know a few things about it first.
What You Need to Know About Bonuses on Slot Machines
Firstly, this is a no-deposit bonus, which means that you are not required to make a bonus first
before you can use this free game. In order to qualify for this, you need to be a new player. This
involves registering at the casino then open a real money account with them. As a new player, you
can now redeem the free spin bonus. Players who already have an account at the casino cannot
redeem this bonus anymore unless there are special promotions.
Note that a free spin bonus is only applicable for slot games. These games are to be specified by
the online casino. You can only use the bonus for these indicated games. Some online casinos
offer a wide range of slot games that you can play using their free spin bonus while some have a
limited selection. This bonus is a good opportunity to check out what the online casino offers and
how reliable and convenient their operation is. Note that even if free spins do not involve you using
real cash to play, your winnings generate real money, which is a win-win situation for you.
Using a free spin bonus will vary by online casino. Some online casinos provide a certain number
of spins that you can use. Others provide a free spin bonus that can only be used for a predetermined period. In case that the free spin bonus that you have used led you to a win, you
cannot immediately withdraw your winnings. You have to complete the wagering requirements of
the online casino before you can cash out your money.
Why Do Online Casinos Offer Free Spin Bonuses?
Here are some reasons why online casinos provide a free spin bonus to new players:

To promote their casino and games
Online casinos want to endorse their services and offers to those who do not know about them
yet. Bonuses are a good way to attract potential clients since they are giving an actual gaming
experience without using any real money. Many new players cannot say no to that.
To offer players actual experience playing at their site.
Through a free spin bonus, an online casino provides a risk-free trial for their potential clients. The
actual experience they provide allows clients to evaluate whether they like playing here or not
before they make a deposit.
Several online casinos offer free spin bonuses together with other sign up bonuses. Even if they
are free, you need to choose the right casino where you will redeem such bonus since you will
need to register with them and open a money account.
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